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FOCUS STACKING

 Concepts

 Macro photography- Larry 

 Landscape photography-Larry 

 Software demonstration (Helican Focus and Photoshop)

 Hands on 



WHAT IS FOCUS STACKING USED FOR?

 Situations where it is difficult to get sharp focus throughout the frame

 Landscape and low light situations

 More commonly for close up or macro photography
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VALUE OF FOCUS STACKING

 Extends photo’s DOF especially useful Macro Photography

 Camera len’s highest f-stop is often insufficient to render everything in focus

 Overcome sharpness loss from diffraction

 Combines sharpness points of several images focused at different points



WHAT’S NEEDED

 Very very very very steady tripod

 Digital camera

 Patience Patience Patience

 Post processing software

 Macro lens

 Flash

 Focusing rail

 Extension tubes etc



TECHNIQUE TIPS

 No movement

 No auto settings

 Use manual modes

 Use live view

 Shot number?

 Try overlap areas of focus slightly

 Outside shooting: use shade (want lightning to be stable) and no wind

 Mark before and after series (hand) 



SUBJECTS

 Live animals difficult to shoot due to movement (one technique is to cool subject 
in refrigerator, works well with butterflies and dragonflies) (do not recommend 
bees, wasps, spiders-wake up quickly)

 Highly complex subjects such as hair and branches tricky

 Smoother and planar objects such as pebbles, shells, and electronic components 
easier  



POST PROCESSING SOFTWARE

 Photoshop

 Helicon Focus

 Zerene Stacker

 Several free software 











100 macro lens
1/100 sec ISO 800
f/11 Flash
4 shots



100mm macro lens
1/100 sec ISO 100 f/25
Studio Lights
Extension tube
4 shots



100 macro lens
1/100 sec ISO 100 f/8
Studio lights
12 shots



100 mm macro lens
1/100 sec ISO 100 
f/18 studio lights
20 shots



100 macro lens
1/250 sec ISO 100 d/11
Studio Lights
Extension tube
9 shots



100 macro lens
1/250 sec ISO 100 f/11
Studio Lights
Extension tube
11 shots



100 macro lens
1/100 sec ISO 100 f/11
Studio lights
Extension tube 
13 shots



100 macro lens
1/100 sec ISO 100 f/8
Studio lights
Extension tube
17 shots



100 macro lens
1/10 sec ISO 100 f/11
Studio lights
Extension tube
8 shots



100 macro lens
1/80 sec ISO100
f/22 Studio lights
Extension tube
11 shots



100 macro lens
1/123 sec ISO 800 f/8
Flash
61 shots



100 mm macro lens
1/125 sec ISO 100 f/8
Flash
38 shots




